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B A c H I s R H E T 0 R I C 

Beate Ruhm von Oppen 

Those of you who have read Albert Schweitzer's great book 

on Bach may remember the genesis of it from the preface by Charles 

Widor. He describes how he, Wider, told Schweitzer one day when 

they were playing the chorale preludes that though he could easily 

see the logic of Bach in his preludes and fugues, he found much 

obscurity in his treatment of chorale melodies 0 Why these 

excessive contrasts of moods? Why the use of contrapuntal 

motifs that bore no relation to the mood of a hymn tune? 

Young Schweitzer told the master that all this became clear 

from the texts. Widor told him which pieces had puzzled him 

most. Schweitzer told him the texts by heart, and translated 

them into French on the spot. The riddles were solved. The 

two then spent afternoons going through all the 'choral'e pieludes 

and Schweitzer showed Wider, as Wider says in his preface, a 

Bach whom he had only very dimly divined before. He then asked 

young Schweitzer to write an essay on the chorale preludes for 

French organists. Schweitzer soon found that he had to include 

the cantatas and passions, to explain things. And that was the 

beginning of his book on Johann Sebastian Bach, the musicien-po~te, 

or musician-poet, as he called him. 

The man who was to have spoken here to-ni~ht, Nicholas Nabokov, 
., 

once said to Mr. Klein, many years ago, that Bach's texts do not 

matter, that they did not matter to Bach. In proof he mentioned 

the fact that Bach often re-used music with a new text that had 

previously been composed for another texto I am here to refute 

that view and I propose to address myself not only to that 

objection to taking Bach's texts seriously, but to other objections 

too: that the declamation is often not the declamation such texts 

would have were they read or spoken, even in a heightened form; 

that often they are submerged in the music, inaudible or unintel

ligible; and that some of the texts, some non-biblical texts 

his librettists served up to him, were uninspired, weird, or 

in doubtful taste. 
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Let me dispose of this last point straightaway and say that 

I am not unduly impressed or depressed by it. Tastes have changed 

since Bach's day and some of the conceits, some banking or cooking 

or medical metaphors in a few of the texts may strike us as odd 

as may some of the loving, almost amorous exchanges between the 

soul and the savior in others. But one can live with such 

oddities and they are neither numerous nor important. What is 

important is Bach's musical treatment of themo And I for one 

am against editing them out, as some pe.ople, even Albert.Schweitzer, 

have suggested. 

Though Bach could do wonders with almost any text, he was, 

it seems to me, at his best when setting and interpreting the 

Bible. Indeed I would not call him a fifth evangelist, as has 

been the fashion for some decades now, but a church father, an 

interpreter, an exegete of Holy Scripture. 

I could now proceed in Thomistic fashion, giving the other 

mostly but not only secularist -- objections one by one, and 

then my answers. What makes that procedure impossible is the 

fact that I can only detain you for about one hour and that I 

want to leave half of that to Bach himself. You ought to hear 

at least as much of what he does as of what I have to say about 

it. What he does takes time. Music takes time; it works in 

and with time. To allow Bach to have his say means that one 

must listen to what comes before a certain crucial point, even 

if one .1.' vnen brutally cuts off or fades out after that point. 
~ 

I might as well start with the Nabokov objection, the 

existence of what are called "parodieso" The most massive 

case of re-use of pre-existing music is the Christmas Oratorio. 

Some wri ters have argued that this cluster of six church cantatas 

was composed before the secular cantatas with which it shares a 

dozen numbers. I am not convinced. I think that here, too, 

as in all other known cases of parodies, the ~ecular work came 

first, the sacred later -- though some parallel numbers of the 

one and the other may go back to a common earlier source. · 
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The Ch:·istmas Oratorio is not only the most massive case of 

parody, but it is also the one that comes closest to convincing 

people that parodies do prove Bach did not really care what words 

he combined his music with. As far as I am concerned it is, 

however, th·~ only case where one could say an original number .was 

"better" than the later adaptation. For the Christmas Oratorio 

Bach drew fairly extensively on a secular cantata (BWV 213) about 

young Hercu:.es at the crossroads, of Virtue and Voluptuousness 

(or Pleasur1!). You'will hear the beginning of both versions of 

a tenor aria. In the secular version it is sung by Virtue who 

tells young Hercules that on her wings (yes, it is "her" despite 

the tenor voice) the budding hero shall soar and rise as on the 

wings of an eagle, towards starso The soaring, on the word 

schweben, r·~ally, sensibly, "soars," hovers, floats in the air, 

having been lifted up, off the ground, most powerfully and 

elegantly b~- the octave swoop to a syncopated tonic and run up 

to the domiJLant, all in the first bar, on the words "Auf meinen 

Flti.geln" -- "QEon my wings. 11 Let us hear it. 

Cantata Ho. 213, Hercules at the Crossroads, 
and Christmas Oratorio 

EXAMPLE 1) 

· .. · i' .· •rt J1. _ ,t' t ~t tl -F})l 'ffi\"'~-!DI: :: 
c~ ... . - -· 

R0 <.~J"' <solc.;;t to <)~'<- -----~ -----~..:> ( b~ -; 

iuZ~ {\Li r J.if .tu., &-f<'..v\ Ir- (be.V\_ :... 
/ 

In the Christmas Oratorio this E-minor aria is lowered to 

D-minor and the tenor sings it as a song of dedication to the 

infant savior and asks for strength and courage for a Christian 

lifeo The first words are "Ich will nur dir zu Ehren leben. 11 

The "leben" comes where the "schweben" did before. As we shall 

see later, i1eightlessness was a feature of Bach's music on the 

effects of ,~race. But in this one instance I myself feel the 

music has a more immediate connection with the explicit verbal 
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metaphor "schweben" (for "to hover, or glide") than the implied 

metaphor of "leben" (for "to liveo") 

But let us listen to both, the D-minor version iri the Christmas 

Oratorio, and for contrast, once more, the E-minor version in the 

Hercules cantata. (EX.AMPLE 2 and EXAMPLE 3) 

So now you have heard the one example which I myself consider 

somewhat superior in the original, secular versiono In all the 

other cases of adaptation I find the sacred "parody" superior to 

its secular original and, where it is an adaptation of an earlier 

sacred composition, not inferiorq The traffic was all one way, 

from secular original to sacred adaptation or "parody," or from 

secred original to sacred adaptation -- never the other way round, 

from sacred to secular. 

The four short Masses are cases in point here. They are 

Greek 11 Kyries 11 and Latin "Glori as'" short Lutheran Massee, which 

use music previously composed for German ohurch cantata.a. In 

the original the music often seems tailor-made for the verbal 

cadence of the German text, with such a close fit that even 

vordless instruments seem to say the words of the text or at least 

clearly refer to it. And yet that music re-combines with the 

different and shorter Greek and Latin texts of the Mass with 

triumphant success. 

Does that prove the texts did not matter to Bach? Not a 

bit of ito The meanings of both texts are connected and in the 

setting of the words Bach has been both inspired and metioulous 

about fit and fitness. 

One last word about the Christmas Oratorio. You have heard 

the first bars of the arias sung by Virtue and the Christmasversion 

of it.. There is not time -- but neither is there need -- to play 

the lullaby sung by Voluptuousness in the cantata about young 

Hercules and the cradle song in jhe Christmas Oratorio -- same song, 

the one in B, the other in Go One can choose to be shocked or 

amused by the transformation of the singer of that lovely tune 

from Voluptuousness to the Virgin Mary. I am amusedo But I 

see no reason why the nativity scene should not have the tenderness 

previously given to the allegorical figure of Pteasure. Neither 
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can I get too excited about the fact that the Christmas Oratorio 

begins with a ket t ledrum taken over from the original of the 

opening number, a secular cantata beginning "T~net, ihr Pauk:en," 

or "Sound ye drums." (B\l.1V 214) It was a nice literal touch to 

delight the groundlings in the secular work. It is in no way 

out of place in the jubilant first number of the Christmas Oratorio , 

which starts with words that do not have an explicit mention of drums. 

So much for the problems posed by the parodieso With my next 

example I want to illustrate two points connected with the question 

of declamation. 

I could, of course, just take one piece by Bach and use the 

hour to show and discuss what happens in that. But I have decided 

to accept the challenge of our absent lecturer and to attempt a 

systematic refutation. Different pieces must be used to make 

different points, though one piece never illustrates one point 

only. 

of way: 

I would therefore ask you to listen in a . bi-focal sort 

for the main point to be made in a pi~ce that is played, 

but not to the exclusion of all else that may be relevant to the 

subject of Bach's rhetoric. My examples will be drawn from the 

cantatas and the Magnificato To include anything from any Motet 

would, I decided reluctantly, take too long. The Passion according 

to St. Matthew I take as read (and heard) or, for Freshmen and 

Sophomore~ still in the offing -- and f or the Passion according t o 

St. John there is, alas, no time. Nei t her is there for the 

B-minor Mass. 

Of the roughly two hundred extant church cantatas only a 

portion are available on record; of t he rough dozen secular 

cantatas a much higher proportion. A couple of examples I 

wanted to use were once available on records, but no longer are. 

The ones I have now chosen seemed best for the purpose, but may 

not be; in any case it was quite difficult to make a choice, a 

necessarily invidi~us and painful choice, among the riches t~~t 

are available. Some of you can certainly think of equally good 

or even better examples, and I hope you will mention them in the 

question period. 

Yo 1i may ask: why restrict the examples to what is now available 

on records? My answer is that the voices, both human and instru-
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mental, are very important for an assessment of Bach's rhetoric and 

I want to give you as much of them as I can. If you want to read 

about the subject and try things out on the voice or piano, there 

are the books by Westrup and Whittaker, Spitta, Gchweitzer, Pirro, 

Parry, Terry, Tovey, and others. 

the libraryo 

And there are all the scores in 

And do consider Bach's texts and his treatment of them, listen 

to what he tried to !22:X when he sango Consider, also,the problem 

of translation. We might discuss it in the question period. 

For words did matter to Bach; they assuredly and audibly 

mattered to him when he set them to music in the service of his 

church and of his Lord and God, the word made flesh. Most of the 

cantatas were written when he was cantor of the church and choir 

school of St. Thomas in Leipzig. 

Bach was deeply concerned about the meaning of the scriptural 

and other texts which he used in his church music. Re searched 
' 

for the meaning and thought about it and conveyed it in a variety 

of ways, some of them taken straight from the art of verbal rhetoric, 

some of them not available to that art; but these latter, too, 

were governed by the word. 

Verbal and musical rhetoric were seen as connected arts at 

his time and rhetoric was still taken very seriously and taught 

in the schools and universitieso The connection with music was 

made in a whole body of teaching called the doctrine of affects or 

of figures. The feelings or affects were represented bl musical 

figures, somewhat analogous to figures of speech. 

Johann Sebastian Bach -- unlike his sons,, who in their day 

became more famous -- was a keen and educated rhetorician. This 

must be clear to any careful listener to his vocal music. It was 

also attested by Johann Abraham Birnbaum, a teacher of rhetoric at 

the university of Leipzig, who wrote of Bach that 

He so perfectly knows the parts and advantages which the 
elahoration of a piece of music has in common with the 
art .of rhetoric, that it is not only a most satisfying 
pleasure to hear his thorough discourses on the similarity 
and greement between the two; but that also one can only 
marvel at the skilful use he makes of them in his work. 
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Birnbaum was defending Bach against an attack by a contemporary 

musician and critic, Johann Adolph Scheibe, who had asked: 

Bow can a man be faultless as a writer of music who 
has not sufficiently studied natural philosophy, so 
as to have investigated and become familiar with the 
forces of nature and of reason? How can he have all 
the advantages which are indispensable to the culti
vati on of good taste who has hardly troubled himself 
at all with the critical study, the cultivation and 
the rules which are as necessary to music as they ~re 
to oratory and poetry, so that without their aid it 
is hardly possible to write with feeling and expression? 

What Scheibe called "the forces of nature and .of reason" v.ras now 

being asserted against the theology and biblical exegesis of Bach; 

and the new rhetoric of emotion and expressiveness began to prevaii 

over Bach's homiletics, his preaching oratory. 

Scheibe was not alone in his criticism. Rationalism was on 

the rise and antagonistic to revelationo But quite apart from the 

con tent of his vocal compositions, Bach was attacked-for their form, 

too. There is no time to go into the technicalities of the doctrine 

of figures, though every example that follows could be discussed in 

technical termso Suffice it to say that a man like Johann Mattheson, 

though on the one hand aware of -- indeed a writer on -- the system of 

"figures," on the other ridiculed Bach for what he took to be faulty 

or unnatural declamation. He found a ready target in the opening 

chorus of the cantata Ich hatte viel Bektimmernis (BWV 21) which, as 

he put it, "for a long time does nothing but repeat" 

I, I, I, I had much grief, I had much grief, in my heart, 
in my hearto I had much grief ••o 

and so on, and so fortho The repetition is undeniable. But the 

chances are that Bach knew what he was doing. Re may have wanted 

to present the troubled "I" imprisoned in its self-centered grief 

and in its self-echoing heart -- then to contrast it with the 

consolations of the Lord delighting the soulo The English trans

lation of the German translation of verse 19 of Psalm 94 (and I 

give you that, because tense and structure differ somewhat) would 

be: "I had many cares in my heart; but thy consolations cheered 

my soul." 

Ich hatte viel Bekfimmernis(se) in meinem Herzen; 
aber deine Tr6stungen erg6tzten meine Seelec 
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It was that ~' the "but", that Bach wanted to highlight, the 

contrast he wanted to bring out, both directly and indirectly, 

in the musical treatment of the word itself -- a 0 mere" conjunction 

and in that of the two halves of the whole statemento It is 

conjunctions -- and I could give you a whole list of them --

that show more clearly, perhaps, than anything else how concerned 

Bach was with sentence structure, grammar, and syntax -- and not 

just with imagery. 

Indeed the word ABER is put in a musical equivalent of capital 

letters triply underlinedo It could not be more arresting and 

emphatico (Very unlike an "aber" in Brahms, I would say o) It 

is preceded by an instrumental sinfonia or introduction, slow, 

sad, with sinuous oboe and violin parts int~rplaying over a 

shifting base of sustained and strangely modulating string and 

organ ch(; :ds o Then comes the chorus, with the triple exclamation 

"Ich, ich, ich," followed by quasi-fugal or canonic entries, 

maintaining the sadness with many suspensions, seconds, and 

sevenths, and introducing some agitation with hu.mmering syllables. 

b 
b 

Cantata 21, Ich hatte viel Belctf:mrnernis 

Ich hatte vial Bektl.mmernis 
in meinem Rerzen; 
abe£_ deine Tr6stungen 
ergBtzt~n mAine SP.,le• 

C2 =1 • 

~ 

t{ ( f" 
"f 

lc.t., fc}\./ 

I had many cares 
in my heart; 
but Thy consolations 
cheered my soul. 

This goes on for thirty-six bars, and then comes that lapidary ABER: 
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It is the pivotal point of this number and the pivot of the message 

of the entire work. In this chorus it prefaces a lively section 

on the consolations of the Lordo The rest of the work has the 

same contrast, which is prefigure ~1 in this number, of anxiety and 

solace, even joy, culminating in a triumphal chorus of great splendor 

at the enJ.o The whole work -- it is .Bach's longest cantata -- is 

about that ABER. So let us listen to the beginning o (EXAMPLE 4) 

You may have found the first choral portion somewhat repetitious 

too; but you probably saw the point in retrospect. .Bach's 

contempoTaries objected to it because it was "unnatural." 

But can "naturalness" be the sole or even the chief criterion 

in the musical delivery of a message? 

Under that heading there is also the question of the natural 

stress and length of syllables in speech and what happens to them 

when speech is sung, or becomes song. 

In one of his Motets -- that is, as its name might indicate, 

a vocal composition with words all the time, no independent 

in8trumental parts or interludes -- Bach set the text of verses 

26 and 27 of Paul's Epistle to the Romans, chapter 9: 

Der Geist hilft 

unsrer Schwachheit auf, 

denn wir wissen nicht, 

wie wir beten sollen, 

wie sich's gebfihret; 
- v ..__, - .__) 
sondern der Geist selbst 
v - u ~ -v 

vertritt uns auf's beste 

mit unaussprechlichem Seuizen. 

The Spirit helpeth 

our infirmities, 

for we know not 

what we should pray for 

as we ought~ 

but the Spirit itself 

maketh intercession for us 

with groanings which cannot be 

uttered. 

After a cheerful and vigorous first line, clearly indicative 

of the hel:J givAn us in our weakness -- especially, and most 

graphically, in a. long, low first syllable of Schwachheit, which 

after more than four bars is swung up an octave, in the sopranos, 

for the sylla"t:iles 11 -heit auf" (in the German the Spirit helps 

our weakness u_;,.) , there is due stress on the need f01.· such help, 
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in the repeated conjunction "denn" (for "for we know not~ •• '' J 
separated from the rest of the clause by rests and echoini :from 

one choir to the other. After "we know not what we should pray 

for as we ought" comes: "but the spirit makes intercession for us 

with inexpressible groanings." And what does Bach do? At that 
''but, 11 just before the word "sondern, 11 he switches from 3/8 to 

common time (or 4/4) which, however, he treats in a way so 

~common as to lift the listener out of his seat and shift the 

singer from foot to foot, uncertain where the beat comes, as you 

can see in the bit of notation I have given you of the clause of 

liberation introduced by the "sondern:" 

The declamation on that "sondern der Geist selbst vertritt ur.s auf's 

beste" is, of course, what the experts of the day and our day --
would pronounce "faulty." The musical accents, put in very 

deliberately and consistently by Bach himself, do not fall on 

the stressed words or syllableso It is like a sudden off-beat 

bit of danceo But unfortunately it i10uld take too long to play 

it now. I put the squiggly line under the word "vertritt" because 

I suspect a pun there: the verb treten means "to step," vertreten. 

to step in the plac6 of someone or something eI.peo What better 
·, 

way to illustrate the mediation or intercession of the Spirit 

than by a shift of beat or tread? 

Strangely enough the ABER in the earlier example was off-beat 

too. The spoken aber is a trochee. And it is interesting that 

Bach, in the example from cantata No. 21 which I played before, 

did not bring it in on the downbeat, but on the naturally weak 

beat after it, and gave both syllables an unnatural, artificial 

stress. 
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Albert Schweitzer, though most keen on the imagery and pictorial 

aspects of Bach's music and quite capable of casting occasional 

aspersions on Bach's way with words, quite rightly referred to 

the next example we shall hear as one that shows the immediacy 

with which Bach's music arises from the natural declamation 

of the text: 

- v \) 
Selig ist der Mann, 

u-uv v-v 
der die Anfechtung erduldet; 

u -- v u- v \.) denn nachde:m er bewlihret 1st, 
v v -1......> v -'-.,J 

wird er die Krone des Lebens 
\../ - v empfangen. 

Blessed is the man 

that endureth temptation: 

for when he is tried, 

he shall receive the crown 

of lifeo 

But now, if we do what Schweitzer tells us to do; simply 

read that sentence with the values and accents given to the 

syllables by the lengths and stresses of the notes, we discover 

something rather more interesting than "natural 11
• or - correct 

declamation. (For notation see next page.) 

After the threefold "Selig" (Blessed, blessed, blessed), 

the sentence gets going: blessed is the man ••o and straightaway 

we have misplacements of stress or lengtho In the relative 

clause that follows it gets "worse." And the most playful, 
\J v 

dancing distortion of the spoken rhythm comes on "Wird er die 
-\._jv-vv--

Krone des Lebens empfangen. 11 The hemiola and its variant on 

the final "empfa.,'Ylgen" are not just what one might expect in 

any dance of those dayso It performs a rhetor1cal function 

by its very linguistic "unnaturalness." It overcomes gravity 

by grace. Li st en. (EXAMPLE 5) 

The music is mellifluous and the overall emphasis is on 

grace, beatitude, and the crown of life. 
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Compare this with a cantata that also deals with the over

coming of temptation but which does it very differently, both in 

text and music. It doe s not st art and end with the blessedness 

ihat is the reward of virtue, but on the contrary starts with 

the imperative: "Resist sinl": "Widerstehe doch der Stinde", and 

supports it not with a promise but a. warning: "le3t its poison 

take hold of you" : "son st ergreifet di ch ihr Gift. 11 It is all 

struggle and conflict and even the music is "unnatural" or strained 

with the singer, like th8 fiddles before her, coming in on the 

leading tone, then going down to -~he dominant and up to the 
A ... I\. 

subdominant, 7 --- 5, 4, outlining a dominant ~eventh chord, 
" over an equally astonishing, inoistant 1, and an opening chord 

of 7 D 
4 Ab 
2 F 
1 Eb. I 

In the opening phrase the root STER of Widerstehe, or 

"stand," as in "withstand," comes on the repeated subdominanto 

Later that root syllable is sustained first on the 5, th~n on 

tJ1e 1, standing its ground against the pressures of changing and 

conflicting harmonieso Let us hear the beginning: (EXAMPLE 6) 

~ 

\iji - cJer-<k ~e., J~tt.... lti ~diA.~ ch... 
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After this sombre battle song against sin, with its musical 

insistence on the need for steadfastness, let me just mention so~~ 

other words that Bach is apt to stress by long notes, some verbs, 
- v - v 

notably, like beten, to pray, or halten, to hold. And he gives 

them ·1ong notes not only when they are in the grammatical imperative, 

as in cantata No. 67, Halt im Gedl!chtnis Jesum Christ (Hold in 

remembrance Jesus Christ), or No. 70, Wachet, betet (Watch, pray), 

but in §:!£l. mood or tense, ever mindful of the need for sustained 

effort and concentration, vigilance, prayer, and steadfastness. 

Even the evangelist's reference to Jesus prayine in the Matthew 
-vv 

Passion is lengthened somewhat on betete, though in recitative 

-- which is closer to the spoken language -- the length must be 

less than in an aria or chorus. · 

From this hortatory kind of preaching let us go to something 

q_11ite different, a rhetoric that works by a choreography of layout, 

an art of positioning or deployment, almost what one might get in 

a piece of typography. It comes in the Christmas cant~t~ 

Ich freue mich in dir (I rejoice in Thee, P,WV 133)0 The words 

of the first part of the soprano aria say: "How sweetly it rings 

in the ear, this word: my Jesuf is born. How it penetrates my 

heart." Even the repetition pattern of phrases and words may 

give you an inkling of how Ba..Jh went about setting this text: 

Wie lieblich klingt es in den Ohren~ How sweetly it rings in 
the ear 

Wie lieblich 
klingt es, 

wie lieblich klingt es in den OhrE:n, · 

wie lieblich kling:t es in. den Ohren, 
wie lieblich kling! es in den Ohren, 
wie lieblich klingt en in den Ohr~m, 

dies Wort -- dies Wort dies Wort: this word: 

Mein Jesus ist geboren geboren. my Jesus is born. 

Wie dringt es in das Herz hineini How it penetrates the heart! 

You will hear the loveliness of the ringing before the 

focussing starts in <:!arnest, on "the woi·d, thP word, the wordo" 

&nd when, afte~ all this very pointed preparQtion, the word comes, 
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"Mein Jesus ist geboren," the first three words of it are delivered 

on a monotone dominant -- the l!lost concentratPd '.Nay of communi

cating anything, I suppose, in the- midst of music -- after which 

the word "geboren 11 (or "born") comes dov.11 to the tonic and up 
A A 

again, to remain susp•3ndeil on a vulnerable 6, then a 4, or 

SQbdominant, which may indeed pierce the heart as much as any 

verbal or pictorial account of incarnation and nativity. 

Let us hear ito (EXAMPLE 7) 

There is another use for the monotone. In the example we 

have just heard it gave an almost hypnotic concentration on the 

word8 "Mein Jesus ist . II Another Christmas cantata, No. 64, 
Sehet 1 welch eine Liebe (See how great a love), has, in its 

soprano aria, a monotone emphasis on the firmness, durability, 

eternity of the things that Jesus gives, compared with the 

vanities of this world, which on8 can hear going up in wisps --of smoke o 'l'he words for what endures are bleib2t fest und ewig 

steh'n and they are deliver£-d on monotone quarter notes; with the 

"stehen" lasting for over two bars. 

The alto aria in the sam( cantata supplies the opposite 

e)._treme: upward leaps of major sevenths, :intervals wbich are 

hard to sing but have their clear rhetorical function. When 

the singer sings about gladly giving ~ everything for the sake 

of heaven, she leaps from the lower tonic to the upper leading tone, 

on the word 11 hin, 11 or "up. 11 

The aria is about the insignifican<)e of tbe world w11en the 

inheritance of heaven is assured. Freedom from care and for an 

unencumbered pi l grimage through life, a dancing pilgrimage, are 

put to us in the ,iaun.ty and at the same time steadfe:.lt musi<' scored 

onl;r for alto, oboe d'amore, and conti..'1UOo Over the steady eighths 

of the 6/8 time th8 reed instrument and human voice interplay in 

wonderfully free and varied rhythm and the singer's words are placed, 

both in time and l)i.tch, in ways that are much more telling than they 
vu-u-u 

1Nould be if spoken. "Of the world I'm asking naught" --
V v v - v 

11 Von der Welt verlang 1 i<'h nichts": spoken German ¥Jould have very 

little stress on the "~", none on "der" and much on "Welt." 
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But Bach comes down with a bounce, an unprP.pared downbeat, on ".YQ!!" 
and keeps doing it with tireless resilience. 

Von der Welt verlang 1 ich nichts, 

wenn ich nur den Himmel erbe. 

Alles, All~s geb 1 ich hin, 

weil ich genug versichert bin, 

dass ich cwig nicht verderbe. 

From the world I 1m asking naught 

if only I inherit heaveno 

All, all I give up, 

bev.ause I am suffioiently assure d 

that I shall not perish in all 
eternity. 

The way he dismisses natural gravity and ocatters the "nichts 11 

sets the world at naught with an inspired and physical immediacy. 

Bach does not only say it, he does it. As we shall now h~ar. 

(EXAMPLE 8) 

So much, then, for the delivery of texts with linguistically 

usual or unusual acc .~n+,uation and lengths and a variety of pitches 

and interva:'.s: tbe rhetoric of declamation and gesture and dance. 

It is an oratory of breathing, tooo In the motet Singet dem 

Herrn ein neuas Lied (Sing unto the Lord a new sonf;) Bach not only 

sings, rejoices, dances, and plays, as the text of the psalm enjoins, 

but at the end, on the words "let everything that has breath praise 

the Lord" -- in German "Alles was Odem hat lob:: den Her-rn, 11 he 

enacts, brings home, thP. breathing, th e breath of life, in loud, 

long, large-lunged "!"s and "Q"s, a clear allusion to Alpha and 

Omega and at the sg,me time a i·eligiouD breat h:~ng exercise o You 

must listerL to it for yourselves one day. Or better still, sing it. 
·~ 

Thus there is preachment, and there is enactment of what is 

preachedo And, of cou.;.-se, the content of the preaching cov·~rs 

the whole range of faith, hope, charity, R.l1d the rest.. Impossible 

to exemplify them all; but they are all there, as one would expect, 

in cantatas for every Sunday and Holiday of the church yearo 

But there is one more objection to sung s9rmons as such that 

I should deal with: not so much that they are ineffectual -- and 

I don't believe they are; on the contraryj I believe they are 

more effectual tha~ spoken sermons 9 on the whole -- but that they 

uan be u1intelligible o I was going to say "inaudjble," 
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but actually what I mean is the kind of piece, mostly a choral 

pieoe, where the proliferation of polyphonic parts makes it hard 

to hear the wordso 

My answer to that is that indeed the words ' may at t:imes b13 

indistinct, but that at other times, sufficient times, they are 

clea·cly audibleo Take~ for instanc3, a very compl~x pi•1oe like 

the opening nu~ber of cantata Noo 45 that has as its text Micah 6, 
verse 8: "He hath shewed th~..:e, oh man, what ~s good; and what 

does the Lord require of thee but to do justly, and to love mercy, 

and to walk humbJy with thy God?" The German differs a little 

and has some ..... hing like: "You have been told, man, what is good 

and what the Lord demands of you: namely: to keep the word of 

God. and to pra~tice loving-kindness o.nd to be humble before your 

Godo 11 The German is: "Es ist dir ge~mgt, Mensch, was gut ist 

und was der B.err von dir fordert, nfunlich Gottes Wort halten 

1md Liebe tib ·m und demtltig sein vor deinem Gotto" And this is 

what happens: (We won 1 t have time to play it and you w.ill just 

have to take my word for it): An a:ngulo.r and fairly agitated 

instrumental prelude prepares us for a grand choral fugue.. The 

i:"1::1trwnent s keep on with their intror~_notory music, while the vocal 

entries over this ritornello do not invariably have on-= set of music 

for one ~et of words and some of their declamation is rathnr 

"instritmer.taJ.," i.e., not exactly tailored for voio3 or wcrdso 

But we hear successive fugal entrios ''~~ ist dir gesg.gt," with 

a long "-sagt '' for "you have been toldo" Then the four voices 

sing that first phrase all together, homophoni~ally. This 

happens three times, with polyphonic announcement followed by 

homophonic repetition. All these come through clearlyo 

After the third homophonio repetition, the sopranos immediately 

and audibly carry the sentence a bit further: 11 Es i st dir 

gesagt1_~a~§ch, wa3 ~_:Lis_:!'._un£_~as der Herr van dir forde-rto" 

The way the other voices come in and combine on those words 

makes them only moderately audible. But Baeh has taken care 

to get each part of the phrase across clearly somewhere or other. 

The altos have a clear, slow descent with a half-note to each 

syllable on "was der Herr ~ dir for-dert" when the agitation 
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of the mu5ic seems otherwise too complex for comprehension of 

the wordso But the domination of the "instrumental" rather than 

declamatory way of writing means that it is expedient for Ba.ch · 

to conclude the instalment on the first part of the sentence more 

homophonically, with the words more clearly audible in the last 

bar or two because the voices sing them all together. The 

orchestra then has a few bars of this angular music by itself 

before the choir, all voices together, homophonically and with 

great chordal resonance, crash in with an ultra-audible "N..!MLICH" 

on two half-note chords, followed by a bar's rest and another 

homophonous "n.!!mlich" to launch the rest of the sentence after 

the "namely:" "n.!!mlich Gottes Wort halten und Liebe ttben und 

demiitig sein vor deinem Gotto" There are long, emphatic notes 

on "halten," for keeping, holding on to, the word of God, and 

there is a slow and very distinct whole-note descent of the 

sopranos in the phrase about walking humbly before Gode The 

whole sentence is then delivered again, in a similar though 

somewhat abridged form and with only one "ntl.mlich, 11 the one that 

runs into the phrase about what God wantso The earlier more 

dramatic "n1:!.mlich" -- with the first one quite alone, followed 

by a pause before the repetition -- shows Bach's rhetorical method 

clearly. That is how an orator might stress ito "!hat preceded 

it in the cantata might have made the music run away with the words; 

what follows it is what matters and he has to draw attention to ito 

So we get the audible conjunction, the "namely," or "to wit. 11 

The biblical context, what precedes the text of ·~he cantata in the 

Bible, calls for the arresting 11n1:!.mlich" even~: it is a 

stream of verbose questions about how the Lord may be propitiated: 
' 

"Wherewith shall I come before the Lord, and bow myself before the 

high God? Shall I come before him with burnt-offerings, with 

calves of a year old? Will the Lord be pleased ~~th thousands 

of rams, or with ten thousands of rivers of oil? Shall I give 

my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of my body for the 

sin of my soul?" Uone of these things, comes the answer, and 

refers the voluble enquirer to an earlier communication -- "you 

were told" -- and then, patiently, sternly, spells it out once 
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more: NAMELY: obedience to the word of God, love, and humility. 

And in case the musical excitement of it all is too great for the 

congregation - to take it in -- ioe., the prose of it -- as clearly 

as it should, the tenor, before himse+f singing his electrifying 

aria on the consequences of the knowledge of what is due to God, 

recapitulates what the opening chorus has sung, in the clearly 

audible (and very expressive) paraphrase of his recitative, 

stressing the need · for fear of and obedience to the Lord, for 

humility, and loveo 

From this discussion of the audibility or intelligibility 

of a text let me finally go on to a much more ·difficult matter: 

wordless messages. There are what is known as cantua firmi in 

many of the cantataso A cantus firmus is a hymn tune or ohant 

sung in slow motion in the midst or on top of a polyp1tonic pieoe. 

There is the advantage, here, of simultaneity: you can say 

several things at once in musico But that is not all. 

The ripieno choir's entry with the slow soprano line 

0 Lamm Gottes unschuldig in the opening number of the Matthew 

Passion, on the cue, the word "lamb," provided by the com pl ex 

double chorus below, is very powerful when it happenso What 

would be the effect of that passion hymn -- a German adaptation 

of the Latin Agnus Dei -- if it were not su_ng, but played on a 

wind instrument? That, in fact, is Bach's more usual procedure, 

and the wordlessness of such ca~tus firmi may increase their power 

-- provided, of course, the listener re gisters them, as any 

attentive listener willo Bach wrote for a congregation , that 

not only registered but recognized them. 

Bach's familiarity with the hymnal was such that he drew on 

whatever verse of whatever hymn was most apposite at any given 

moment -- witness the reshuffling of the original order of 

stanzas in the passion chorales, for instance, in the Passions 

according to St. John and St. Matthew, and, of course, with 

different, ap propriate harmonizations. An instrumental cantus 

firmus is just a melodic line and leaves it to the listener to 

think of the intended words, perhaps even to choose between two 

or more possible sets of words. 
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It is in part this ~mbiguj_ty and appeal to the listener to 

think, to articulate for himself, that gives a wordless cantus 

firmus such force. Its increasingly arcane nature, the growing 

secrecy of the message with the waning of the tradition that :Bach 

could still take for granted in . his day, may actually add to its 

force -- provided the listener attends and engages himself. It 

is less a matter of "research," though that may help~ than of 

attention. 

Once one knows that Bach is up to such tricks as cantus firmi, 

registering them is the first step t6 identifying them, either by 

instant recognition or by a little effort. ·rhe immediacy of a 

lost tradition may be gone, but familiarity with a surviving bit 

ef it may help, and so may familiarity with other works by Bach 

or by other composers. Let me give you an example. 

The traditional tune of the Magnificat is not sung in Bach's 

Latin Magnificat. It is played by the oboes over the singers' 

Suscepit Israel puerum suum, 

recordatus misericordiae suae. 

He helped his servant Israel 

in remembrance' of his mercy. 

TONUS PEREGRINUS in the Magnificat (Suscepit Israel) 

f:lf ~-~ f . l f , l f' T r I r . 1 f>' I fTP . f ~ 

~~~ )~r· -1 r· \ F' \ r-c -r r · -\ -r · l r · \ t-· 1-r : r -;: 
'1\t f _ \ f~F · \ fT(Rtf ·Tf~r1171'r '. !I 
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It is, on the other hand, sung as well as played in various 

movements of Bach's so-called German Magnificat '· the cantata 

Meine Seele erhebt den Herrn (My soul doth magnify the Lord, BWV 10); 

and in the alto and tenor duet "Er denket der Barmherzigkeit und 

hilft seinem Diener Israel auf" which corresponds to the Latin 

"Suscepit Israel," the cantus firrnus is also given to the a'boes 

while the s ingers and continua sigh away in a phrase dominated by 

descending minor secondso Let us first hear the Latin version 

(EXAMPLE 9) ••• and now the German version (EXAMPLE 10) 

Er denket der Barmherzigkeit He remembers his mercy 

und hilft seinem Diener Israel auf. and helps his servant Israel up , 

TONUS PEREGRINUS in alto/ten>:Jr duet of cantat<::. No. 10 

One strange thing about that tune is its age and long history. 

(And tradition is another kind of simultaneity.) :The tune is 

known as the Tonus Peregrinu..s and was originally, from the 9th 

century onward, associated with psalm 114, In exitu Israel, the 

one the pilgrims sing in Dante's Purgatory: "When Israel ,went 

out of Egypt ••• " It now survives in the doxology of some 

English-speaking churches. I am glad to say ~hat two of Bach's 

settings of it are included in the il'iusic for Freshman Chorus. 

And I would like to end with yet another, the setting that begins 

cantata No. 10. The German words mean: "My soul doth magnify 

the Lord and my spirit rejoices in God my savior. For he hath 

regarded th~ lowliness of his handmaiden: for behold from 

henceforth all generations shall call me blessed." The words 

are spoken by the Virgin Mary after the annunciation, when she 

visits her cousin Elisabeth (Luke 1, 'verse 46-48)0 But you 

may prefer to think of the pilgrims in the Divine Comedy 

or, for that matter, anywhere. (EXA~IPLE 11) 
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Maine Stell e~hebt den He~ren 

und main Ge!~t freuet sich 

Got tee, meinea HeilaHdes; · 
I 

denn er hat ~eine elende Magd 

angesehen, 

Siehea von nup. 8,ll 
I 

verden mich eeli~ preisen 

~lle Ktndes Kind. 

My soul magnifies the Lord 

and my spirit rejoices 

in God, my· ea.Vi our; 
for he has his lowly handmaiden 

regarded. ·(German word order) 

Behold, from now on 

shall call m~ blessed 

all children's children. 

TONUS PEREGRH1US 
1

in soprano a.nd alto parts of cantata. No. 10, 
op1ming chorus 
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